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1 Requirements for using the PID Tuner 
 
To use the PID Tuner, you need: 

1. to be able to install the PID Tuner on a computer with Windows (preferably, the computer used to 

program the Control Computer so as to avoid complicated OPC issues. However, that is up to you, 

as long as make sure you satisfy the next points, listed below). To allow us to provide you with 

remote assistance, this PC must be connected to the internet and accessible by us. 

2. to program the signal PMV in the PLC (or DCS), as shown in Figure 2-1. Adding feedforward and 

decoupling is optional. 

3. to check that the PID Tuner can connect to an OPC Server 1 and that it can access (read and write) 

the PID variables in the PLC, shown in the block-diagram of Figure 2-1 and described in Table 2-1; 

you can check this using free software, such as the Matrikon OPC Explorer.  

4. to be sure that the PID controller shows bump-less transfer when changing the proportional gain Kp. 

This means that the MV value does not make step change (shows a bump) when the Kp value 

changes stepwise. This is a very important condition for avoiding upsets in the controlled process 

during the tuning experiments. In most control computers, the PID algorithms have been 

implemented in such a way that no bumps occur. If that is not the case, contact us and we will help 

you find a solution. 

                                                
1 Most Control Computer brands provide free trial versions of OPC servers; there are also third party software vendors 
for OPC servers, such as Matrikon, Kepware, and Softing.  
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Figure 1-1 Schematic representation of the implementation  

 

2 OPC tags 
Figure 2-1 show the OPC tags that the PID Tuner must be able to read and/or write. You can test this (i.e. if 
you can actually read or write those tags) in advance, before we install the PID Tuner, using an OPC 
explorer, such as the Matrikon explorer.  
 

Table 2-1 OPC tags for PID Tuner 

OPC Tag (your tag name 

may be different) 

Description of tag Read / 

Write 

Obligatory / 

Optional  

PV Process Variable Read Obligatory 

Kp Proportional gain Write Obligatory 

Ti Integral time Write Obligatory 

Td Differential time Write Optional 

PMV Add-on signal to MV Write Obligatory 

MV Control demand signal (to your process) Read Obligatory 

Setpoint Setpoint Write Obligatory 

DECgain gain of decoupler Write Optional 

FFgain gain of feedforward Write Optional 

MV2 control output of another PID controller, but for 

testing, it can be a nonsense signal 

Write Optional 

DV Disturbance Variable  Read Optional 

PDV Perturbation on DV Write Optional 

 

Control Computer 
(e.g. PLC, DCS) 

Windows PC  

OPC 
server 

PID Tuner 
(OPC  Client) 

Process (plant, or 
plant model) 

Simulator (OPC Client) 
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Figure 2-1 Block-diagram of the PID controller (with optional add-ons in blue) 

 
We advise you to program the writeable OPC tags under a switch so that no OPC tag can be written when 
the PID Tuner is not active, see for an example Figure 2-2. When the PID Tuner is not active, the PID 
parameters may come from HMI or internal PLC code, that is up to you.  

 

Figure 2-2 Block-diagram detail for PMV with Switch. If Switch = 0, the OPC tag PMV will not influence MV. 
If Switch = 1, the OPC tag PMV can influence MV. 
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